Dual cellular-path (MIHP) healthy urbanism - a proactive means to sustain placemaking
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Abstract: The importance of holistic information integrity in managing complex problems and fostering inclusive, healthy-urban environments has garnered significant attention. Distributing artificial intelligence-based topologies with dual or plural sensor-information nodes improves availability, reliability, and maintainability (ARM), ensuring holistic information integrity and promoting safe, efficient living. Bipartite spider-webs and cube-connected cycles target "the radial-ring urban-building skeleton" and "wetlands and sparsely populated areas," respectively. Also, honeycomb tori, also known mathematically as HT(m), m≥2, or a type of generalized honeycomb tori, GHT(m, 6m, 3m), have been discovered to have two Hamiltonian paths (MIHP) that are not connected to each other. Wireless communications tasks use these paths. This parallelism can create dual cipher-coding to support sensitive logistic privacy and help prevent information loss, electromagnetic interference, and unexpected changes caused by such things as clogged water. Consequently, the aforementioned methods can engage stakeholders by providing comprehensive and reliable information, fostering strong accountability, and ensuring the welfare of future generations. We can adapt this forward-thinking urbanism to areas that enhance life values, particularly in security-sensitive regions such as the acknowledged battlefield Kinmen. Here, the scalable parallelism topology aims to prevent harmful illness or substance spread, prevent sensitive or unnecessary challenges, and positively engage place-making through reliable communications and monitoring.
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1. Introduction

In 1851, a building called Crystal Palace was built with iron and glass for the first World Fair exhibition held in London [1]. That innovative project featured efficient construction and space flexibility, an airy, bright, and green interior atmosphere, and was more healthful than most buildings of that time [2, 3].

Since the 1970s, we have been fostering inclusive and equivalent aspirations [4]. We have been promoting innovative humanistic interests such as metropolitan or cross-border place making [3, 5, 6] ubiquitous knowledge sharing [6, 7], night-time business operation [2, 6] (Figure 1) and safe nuclear energy utilization [8, 9]. These include meeting human biological requirements [10, 11], promoting credible information [12] chained logistics (Figure 2) [7] in this post-truth era [13, 14], and forward-looking sustainable resilience and circular economy from a global perspective [15].

Besides, adaptable multi-disciplinary personnel collaboration is highly needed, including for those who must be cared for, even remotely, for countering pandemics like COVID-19 [16] (Figure 1(c), [17-19]. Generally, simple-autonomy is unfeasible, necessitating the use of an intelligence-aided barrier [17]. "Visible and invisible" (or roughly wired and wireless) sensor information systems generally assist in addressing such challenges [20, 21].
Figure 1. Needing holistic spatial information networking, e.g., (a) prototyping air transport spots, DJI® headquarters affiliated with drones, Shenzhen, special commendation award, https://www.dezeen.com/2023/10/30/quay-quarter-tower-best-tall-building-worldwide-ctbuh/; (b) cross-border security and services, centered in Tijuana airport, Mexico; (c) missions engaged during pandemics with dual/plural surveillance and communications (https://victorychurch.org.tw), Victory Church, Taiwan.

Figure 2. Urbanism chained with intelligence, e.g., (a) Energy: Suburbanization, desert transformation; (b) Food: Shipping container as vegetable plant; (c) Health: Green sidewalk with smart reverse logistics; (d) Education: Affordable, autonomous school car; (e) Synergism: Livable essentials designed in supply chains; (f) Mobility: Drone and smart road.

Similar to our utilizing two eyes, two ears, and two nostrils, the reason for adopting real-time dual/plural surveillance as the base of critical sensor information networking is that human beings need holistic, real-time resilience and recognizing ability to comprehensively deal with ambiguousness to help avoid misjudgments due to such things as blind-spots, image occlusion, electromagnetic interference, and fake information [10, 18, 19] — to live in this world.

2. Scopes (Connecting Complexities)
2.1. Need to Counter Wicked Problems

The term healthy city was evolved by the World Health Organization, and its principles publicized in the 2012 Lancet Commission can be briefly recognized as the following: The principles of a healthy city include availability, equity (inclusiveness), maintainability, intelligence, and reliability
Given the recognition of life-threatening issues, like pandemics and terrorist attacks, in the context of healthy city development\cite{11, 22}, it is imperative to develop resilient technologies and relational facts\cite{21, 23-25}. Sustainable environmental control with holistic intelligence is getting more attention; safety related collaboration needs experts’ alertness and knowledge contributions\cite{12, 25-28}.

Nevertheless, urban wicked problems, which, as Rittel & Webber announced in Rittel and Webber\cite{29} are hardly formulated, forecasted, or responded to in real-time, can ubiquitously exist, have gotten more attention\cite{30-32}. Performance in terms of availability to respond to uncertain conditions can be supported by design with flexibility (or adaptability)\cite{32-34}. As Last\cite{35} claimed, the conduct of war must be linked to the strategic aim at every level, which is unquestioned; so must it be for either placemaking or peacekeeping, especially in areas with security sensitiveness, e.g., the former battlefield, Kinmen.

Topology is relevant to such infrastructure because it is a science of patterns, particularly those that indicate regularity\cite{26, 36}. Prototyping in this field can justify urbanism and inherent adaptation. It had better be proactive; consequently, the cellular communication\cite{37} related network infrastructure, which is critical for developing autonomous vehicles, and drones\cite{6, 26}, is presented in section 3. In other words, it is intended to support “smart cities” and “ITS” (intelligent transportation systems)\cite{27, 36-40}.

2.2. Hi-End Integrity has Computational Complexity

Pattern topology had been studied by L. Euler in 1736 for “Seven Bridges of Königsberg”. L. Euler generalizes this type of problem as an Eulerian circuit—traversing each graph link exactly once\cite{41}. An undirected graph that traverses each node of the graph exactly once can be a Hamiltonian cycle if the first node and the last node are connected with one link, or a Hamiltonian path if the first node and the last node are not connected\cite{41}. If no repetition or loss exists, handling all work units one by one accountably is efficient and effective; Hamiltonian graphs are known to have computation complexity or difficult solving characterization—similar to wicked problems.

Since mathematical justifications can confirm the performance of relational patterns, the prototyping process begins with pattern configuration. As in Section 1, we consider dual and plural surveillance as analogous to patterns with high security and integrity intentions. Surveillance devices in both line-of-sight (possible direction-varying) and non-line-of-sight (or radio) modes can be used together, i.e., device availability is reasonably hoped. For maintainability, it is hoped that the pattern applies Hamiltonian properties to inspect and repair devices systematically without loss\cite{42}. On performance reliability, both node and edge fault-tolerance need to be considered.

2.3. Enhance Integrity, Synergism, and Adaptability

The community can be featured with social coordination, mobility, and cyber infrastructure (Figure 2)\cite{24, 43-52}. Except for building up ubiquitous environments, knowledge sharing and personnel collaboration, which generally require real-time truthfulness, cannot be negotiated\cite{7}. Well, the human resource chain had better be holistic, e.g., shown in Figure 2(e)--, to promote collaboration through humanistic care and to utilize required knowledge in time, e.g., on handling concerned invisible electromagnetic interference\cite{19}. Trust-building is the foundation\cite{5, 53-55} for creating interests and keeping peace, yet trust can hardly thrive without “intelligent” accountability\cite{14, 32, 56, 57} in this post-truth era\cite{13, 58}.

This is done to aid in the clarification of emotional and incorrect information through multi-channel communications and to facilitate the transmission of real-time, detailed, and accurate information, thereby promoting good governance and stakeholder collaborations\cite{27, 28, 32, 35, 59}. Such performance enables the adaptation of structures for parking (Figure 2(e)) and supply chaining (warehouses) to cost-saving, efficient, humanistic architectures, such as “Conjunctive Points,” a creative industry office in Los Angeles, USA, and the Museum of Contemporary Art located in Toronto, Canada\cite{60, 61}. Consequently,
the pervasive performance of ARM (availability, reliability, and maintainability) [62-64] has to be the accountable, dependable capability that inherently ensures information integrity, sensing availability, flexible spatial connectivity (Figure 3), and holism [26].

According to Barnes [59] "'connectedness' and 'connectivity' can pertain to the characteristics of the distance between individuals, the quantity of paths between them, the existence of a path, or the percentage of potential paths that exist." Using this understanding of graph theory, we examine a dependable, flexible, and widespread cyber infrastructure [21, 37, 65, 66] (Figure 4) in conjunction with MIHP as follows:

---

**Figure 3.** Holistic surveillance for sensitive facilities and areas in the post-truth era, shown as: (a) Facts of the Need; (b) Dual (Plural) surveillance capabilities- ARM, scalability, connectivity- highly demanded in the post-truth era.
3. Method

In terms of incident truthfulness and responsiveness, plural (dual) surveillance combined with ‘multiple-input multiple-output’ (MIMO) technologies has been widely used in various environments [2, 20, 67, 68] (Figure 3). To support resilience in live streaming, systematic maintenance and dynamic cipher coding on privacy protection can be rationally operated through order and parallelism (Figure 4)—i.e., through applications of ‘mutually independent Hamiltonian paths’ (MIHP) [41] properties.

Spider-web (SW) [21, 41] networks are prototyped along (main) paths, which can be the radial-ring and essentially the very adaptable, resilient urban-building skeleton [21, 69, 70]. Moreover, researchers prototype plural surveillance-based cube-connected cycles for deployment in wetlands and sparsely populated areas [21] and study honeycomb tori (HT) to promote aerial vehicles flying over off-paths [38] through cellular communications.

![Interference Due to Changing Weather](image1)

![Interference Due to Devices](image2)

**Figure 3.** Dual cellular-path approach, shown as: (a) potential interference reasons; (b) to diagnose interference and to create privacy related ciphering via MIHP; (c) study MIHP of HT(m) from establishing MIHP of generalized honeycomb tori, GHT(m,n,n/2).

3.1. AI Oriented Prototyping: Developing Dependable Availability

Disasters mentioned in Figure 3 can justify the use of artificial intelligence (AI)–based prototyping just as humans’ multisense and plural (dual) sensor-information surveillance can help deal with unexpected incidents. More specifically, we can accommodate olfactory bio-sensors to help prevent smuggling, bombs, and fires [21]. This can also justify designing a reliable networking prototype with adaptability. A consensus on Hsu [21] has been reached regarding the establishment of resilient roadside dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) [40] for the problems mentioned.

We can detect interferences (due to radio frequency or material properties), radio multi-path effects, and other unexpected faults by analyzing acquired data for various positions and corresponding time.
sequences using MIHP (Figure 4; see section 3.2). To dynamically support thorough recordings and transmissions, we could have a series of such plural (dual) surveillance sensor-information nodes along a path (Figure 5) at positions worthy of attention, which would feature diagnostic responses or alarms due to their systematic, comparable parallelism.

**Figure 5.** Spider-web network applications: (a). Area-based DSRC networks; (b). e.g., collaborating with wireless cellular networks; (c). e.g., collaborating with radial-ring urban configurations.

Source: Keeble [69].

Except for the difficulties of countering boat collisions, smuggling, and expelling other potential hazards in relatively less-noticed terrains, waterways can have very adverse conditions owing to water’s physical, and radio interference possibilities [21]. Hence, surveillance for this type of sensor information network is potentially waterborne-based [21, 71, 72] (Figure 4, 6). Failures in communication or surveillance can easily cause accidents by concealing or camouflaging monitored vehicles or entities behind other entities.

Moreover, terrorists often target crowded places, such as airports, for attacks at any time and any location, even occurring concurrently at several different locations. Hence, plural (dual) surveillance-based sensor information networks are more appropriate for busy or critical passages, including waterways. They are crucial in combating the effects of climate change and the rise in sea levels.

Surveillance’s employing parallel mechanisms, which may already exist on airports’ air sides, can help prevent airport incidents. Airfields can deploy collaborative fault-tolerant radars or groups of multiple sensors to address sensitive issues like blind spots and false images and to promptly repair facilities. Nevertheless, such capabilities can be further improved by sensor-information networks’ holistic performance. Generally, an area-based resilient sensor-information network [21] systematically integrates sensory devices along the path and at exterior or interior positions; additionally, it integrates cellular communications, global positioning systems, and geographic information systems (Figure 5, 6).
Figure 6. Buoyant probe perspectives, shown as: (a) Relationship between cube-connected cycles (CCC) and hypercubes, e.g., with CCC4 and the ring networked module; (b) Evidence of forward-thinking on dealing with issues of cross-border health and security.

Note: Hamiltonian cycle shown as the bold line.
CCC can be viewed as a configuration of 2^a processor nodes, which make up Q_n the hypercube, and a processor has n subnodes formed in a ring.

Source: Government.
We can adapt such networks to facilitate operations in sensor information networking, even when one lane of a path is under maintenance, and to accommodate both forward and backward surveillance directions, possibly with different scopes. Moreover, such networks are scalable; they can be designed to add the number of lanes in a path section and to be extended along a path or survey area (e.g., water) to flexibly respond to future requirements [22].

We expect Honeycomb torus (HT) to manage drone (also known as unmanned aerial vehicles) traffic. Roadside surveillance finds it difficult to detect these drones because they are small and likely located far away, leading to increased concerns [21, 38]. Such drones are being considered to be legally utilized, e.g., for logistic applications; however, they should be detectable, manageable along each lane of the path, as well as in areas off roadside surveillance.

A node’s degree refers to the number of links connecting; networks with consistently lower degrees are typically more cost effective [78]. The mathematically regular optimal-degree (degree being three, the minimal links to a node to fit dual-surveillance requirements along a busy path) spider-web (SW) network is prototyped to build wireless or heterogeneous sensor information networks on paths (Figure 5), and a special interference-free cellular communications [21, 37, 74, 75] off paths. Another degree-threer Honeycomb torus network, HT(m) m≥2, which is isomorphic to a specific generalized Honeycomb torus (GHT) network, GHT(m, 6m, 3m), is prototyped for general cellular communication applications [37, 41, 65, 76-78] with fault tolerance (properties: 1-edge Hamiltonian and 1p-Hamiltonian; see next sub-section) that can be used for enhancing maintenance efficiency and effectiveness.

3.2. Mathematical Evidence - Highlighting Connectivity, Maintainability, and Reliability

Let G = (V, E) be a graph if V is a finite set and E is a subset of { (a, b) | (a, b) is an unordered pair of V}. A path is delimited by (x_n, x_i, x_2, \ldots, x_m). A path is called a Hamiltonian path if its nodes are distinct and span V. A cycle is a path of at least three nodes such that the first node is the same as the last node. A cycle is called “a Hamiltonian cycle” or “Hamiltonian” if its nodes are distinct except for the first node and the last node, and if they span V (41).

A bipartite graph G = (V, E) is a graph such that V = A \cup B and E is a subset of { (a, b) | a \in A and b \in B}; if G - F remains Hamiltonian for any F = {a, b} with a \in A and b \in B, then G is 1p-Hamiltonian. A graph G is a 1-edge Hamiltonian if G - e is Hamiltonian for any e \in E. Moreover, if there is a Hamiltonian path between any pair of nodes {c, d} with c \in A and d \in B, then the bipartite graph G is Hamiltonian laceable. Notably, laceability is used with respect to connectivity to ensure that extended areas are integrated (or vice versa) and an area can be managed hierarchically yet effectively.

The bipartite spider web network, SW(m, n), is the graph with the node set \{ (i, j) | 0 \leq i < m, 0 \leq j < n \}, where m and n are \geq 4 and are even integers such that (i, j) and (k, l) are adjacent if they satisfy one of the following conditions: (1) i = k and j = l \pm 1; (2) j = 1 and k = i + 1 (mod m) if i + j is odd or j = n - 1; (3) j = 1, k = i - 1 (mod m) if i + j is even or j = 0. SW(m, n) (Fig. 5) is proved to be 1-edge Hamiltonian and 1p-Hamiltonian [74]. Thus, the fault tolerance involved is systematically based (i.e., prototyped to capably deal with unexpected incidents at any time and location to an extent, including several locations concurrently). Moreover, SW(m, n) is Hamiltonian laceable [75]Figure 5(a).

The definition of a hypercube is given as follows. Let u = b_{n-1} \ldots b_1 \ldots b_0 be an n-bit binary string. For any j, 0 \leq j \leq n-1, we use (u)_j to denote the binary string \ldots \bar{b}_j \ldots b_0. Moreover, we use (u_j) to denote the bit b_j of the Hamming weight of u, denoted by wH(u), is the value of \{ 0 \leq i \leq n-1 \} | (u)_j = 1 \}. The hypercube Q_n consists of 2^n nodes and n2^{n-1} links. Each node corresponds to an n-bit binary string (Figure 6(a)). Two nodes, u and v, are adjacent if and only if v = (u) for some j; link (u, (u)_j) is termed j-dimensional. The Hamming distance between u and v, denoted by h(u, v), is defined as the number of elements in \{ 0 \leq i \leq n-1 \} | (u)_i \neq (v)_i \}. Hence, two nodes, u and v, are adjacent if and only if h(u, v) = 1.

The cube-connected cycle graph, CCC_n, has n2^n nodes labeled as (l, x), where l is an integer between 0 and n - 1 and x is a processor node with an n-bit binary string. Two vertices (l, x) and (l', y) are adjacent if and only if x = y and \{ |l - l'| = 1 or l = l' and y = (x) \}. In the l = l' case, x and y only differ in position l.
The edges that connect \((l, x)\) to its neighbours \((l + 1, x)\) and \((l - 1, x)\) are called cycle edges. Moreover, these cycle edges form a cycle of length \(n\) called a fundamental cycle and is defined by \(x\), which can represent a node (or a probe) composed of ring-networked processors. \(L(n)\) is the set of all possible lengths of the cycles in \(CCC\). For \(n = 2\), \(CCC\) is simply a cycle graph of length 8.

Two Hamiltonian paths, \(P_1 = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_{n}(G))\) and \(P_2 = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{n}(G))\), of \(G\) from \(u\) to \(v\) are independent if \(u = u_1 = v_1, v = u_n(G) = v_{i}(G), \) and \(u_i \neq v_i\) for every \(1 < i < n(G)\). A set of Hamiltonian paths, \({ P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \})\) of \(G\) from \(u\) to \(v\) are mutually independent if any two distinct paths in the set are independent from \(u\) to \(v\); \(SW(m, n)\) was found to exhibit the performance of at least two MIHPs between any pair of bipartite nodes \(\[21, 66\]\). Notably, MIHP can be considered for parallel, packet wireless information transmission, besides diagnosis and provision of additional ciphered information, which is considered important for offering real-time private information to logistic consigners.

Assume that \(m\) and \(n\) are positive integers, where \(m \geq 2\). The honeycomb hexagonal mesh \(HM(n)\) is the graph with the node set \({ (x_1, x_2, x_3) \mid -n + 1 \leq x_1, x_2, x_3 \leq n \) and \(1 \leq x_1 + x_2 + x_3 \leq 2\}. \) Two nodes \((x_1^1, x_2^1, x_3^1)\) and \((x_2^1, x_2^2, x_3^2)\) are adjacent if and only if \(|x_1^1 - x_2^1| + |x_2^1 - x_2^2| + |x_3^1 - x_3^2| = 1\). The honeycomb (hexagonal) torus \(HT(n)\) is the graph with the same node set as \(HM(n)\). The edge set is the union of \(E(HM(n))\) and the wraparound edge set \({ (i, n - i + 1, 1 - n), (i - n, 1 - i, n) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} \cup \{(i - n, i - n + 1, n), (i - n, n - i + 1, i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} \cup \{(i, 1 - n, n - i), (1 - n, 1 - i, n - i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \}\[77\]. Assume \(d\) an integer and \((m - d)\) being even. The generalized honeycomb torus, \(GHT(m, n, d)\) is the graph with the node set \({ (i, j) \mid 0 \leq i < m, 0 \leq j < n}\) such that \((i, j)\) and \((k, l)\) are adjacent if they satisfy one of the following conditions: (1) \(i = k \) and \(j = l \pm 1 (mod n)\); (2) \(j = l\) and \(k = i\) if \(i + j\) is even; and (3) \(i = 0, k = m - 1, \) and \(l = j + d (mod n)\) if \(i\) is even. \(GHT(m, 6m, 3m)\) is isomorphic to honeycomb torus, \(HT(m)\[21, 76\]; besides, \(GHT(m, n, n/2)\) is 1-edge Hamiltonian if \(n \geq 4\); 1p-Hamiltonian if \(n \geq 6\) or \(m = 2, n \geq 4\[77\] and Hamiltonian laceable, \(n \geq 4\[78\]. Honeycomb tori are proved having the MIHP performance to enhance the application of honeycomb hexagonal mesh in wireless communication \[37\]. The full study result is presented at \[65\]; the result is searched through smaller scaled \(GHT(m, n, n/2)\).

4. Features

To effectively maintain a lot of nodes, especially security-related ones, they should be inspected one after the other without any loss or repetition \[42\]. The mathematical Hamiltonian shows that this can be done. The Hamiltonian cycle can also enhance edge fault-tolerance (reliability); 1-edge Hamiltonian and/or 1p-Hamiltonian can further enhance fault-tolerance, aiding in the repair of network elements without requiring a probe application. The bipartite SW network’s proven laceability helps establish network hierarchies and the aerial, morphological connectivity, or space adaptability required to promote smart urban growth.

The bipartite SW network is naturally dual-node prototype-based. However, it can also be adapted, specifically, for example, to merge sub-nodes. For the probe application, the cube-connected cycle is considered; it can support availability on both terms—Hamiltonian cycles and plural surveillance. Prototyped mathematical models can also support scalability, which helps accommodate different conditions, such as the path width and the traffic volume.

One road-segment can be considered a single link and integrally combined into a spider-web-like network, following the theoretical concept of radial-rings extending from the center. Such radial-ring networks possess link fault tolerance. Therefore, in terms of local governance, the network provides reliable information and control over the entire area it covers. Area networks made up of roads or paths as links are usually reliable (both nodes and links can handle faults), available (they can prevent occlusions and find vehicles in real-time), and maintainable (they have a good way of doing security-based inspection in a logical order).

In general, mathematical networks are prototyped with fault tolerance, Hamiltonian order (operating maintenance without loss and repetition), connectivity, scalability, countering electromagnetic interference, protecting privacy through cipher coding, and reliable accuracy through plural (dual)
5. Discussions after Experiencing Wicked Covid-19

5.1. Supporting Resilience with Parallelism

Given that wicked, global–changing disasters have occurred more frequently, the appropriateness of the ITS’s plural (dual) surveillance approach appears to need to be studied. Similar to how people use their two eyes, two ears, and other sensory devices, a real-time, reliable surveillance system requires similar environmental management mechanisms. These mechanisms must be available to counter blind spots, distinguish small differences, confirm receiving messages, and/or ensure node fault-tolerance and reliability. This research employs a design based methodology for systematic availability prototyping.

For a fairly large number of nodes to be effectively maintained, especially ones that deal with security, they should need to be inspected one after the other without any loss or repetition [42]. This is a known mathematical operation called the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian cycle can also support some edge fault-tolerance (reliability); further fault-tolerance can be supported through 1–edge Hamiltonian and/or 1p–Hamiltonian, which can casually assist in the repair of network elements (different from the need for a probe application). The bipartite SW and GHT networks’ proven lacerability helps establish network hierarchies and the aerial, morphological connectivity, or space adaptability needed to promote smart urban growth. For the probe application, we consider the cube-connected cycle, which can support availability in both Hamiltonian and plural surveillance scenarios. Prototyped mathematical models can also support scalability, which helps accommodate different conditions, such as adjusting the path expansion, extension, and traffic facilities.

5.2. Enhancing Mobility through Wireless Corporation

The incorporation of spider-webs and honeycomb tori, e.g., with MIHP, can potentially increase operational flexibility, integrity promotion, and privacy related cipher coding for cellular or wireless sensor information networking, as shown in Figure 4, 5(b), [21, 65].
(transportation, logistic coordination) [21], and synergism. In the Taiwan area, we critically need to respond to new changes in potential geologic faults to protect nuclear electricity plants and maintain interactive peace- and place-building across the Strait [21] (Figure 3(a)). We propose the provision of three types of sensitive and reliable sensor information networks integrated with modern cellular communications to enhance security and development in the area.

5.3. Assuring Humanistic Living Features with Synergism

International and/or cross-border business benefits from transparent inter-communication mechanisms, which should naturally link to transportation and logistics. Therefore, this topic pertains to “managing uncertainty” and underscores the significance of avoiding blind spots and developing fault-tolerant mechanisms in surveillance systems. As a result, what this study is establishing is an infrastructure for promoting community security and information quality, which can benefit businesses and travellers.

There is a growing recognition that effective strategy formation is not solely dependent on vertical or top-down organizational structures. Bottom-up organizations may develop more constructive strategies. However, the formation of horizontal communications and interactions through reliable information platforms can lead to improved outcomes. If suitable mechanisms clearly identify the pros and cons, horizontal strategic collaboration is feasible even for competitive organisations. Trust is essential for collaboration and can be a type of social capital or infrastructure [57]. Real-time spatial-temporal information can provide more reliable information to consumers or tourists, benefiting business and tourism promotion.

This approach emphasizes the networking for temporary settlements (Figure 2(e),7(b)) through plural (dual) surveillance and/or connecting them to a pre-existing main network. Moreover, we can establish holiday markets and pandemic facilities [79] to encourage urban healthy living and local development and utilize wireless cellular communications as an alternative. Flexible spatial connections not only provide spatial resources, but they also produce more powerful, integrated capabilities.

Globally, there is a growing push to green buildings in response to the trends of climate change and aging societies. In addition, the cultivation of plants is encouraged (Figure 2) [80]. Flexible building uses can be reasonably negotiated so that vehicle ramps can be constructed in buildings, particularly for the podiums and basements of building towers. This situation is identical to that involving ramps in parking and logistical structures (Figure 7); hence, it is configured as a holistic topography with plural surveillance-based sensor information networks.

For instance, proposals for vertical neighbourhoods with adaptable building uses exist [51]. This is a rational approach for suburbia or coastal development [21]. It cannot only provide accommodation for seasonal demand but also support related logistic processing. Through careful design (e.g., with modular building elements), a development with smart growth orientation can be considered. Furthermore, such facilities could provide temporary social residences for vagrants at night, thereby benefiting inclusive social developments in contemporary cities (Figure 7(b)).

Parked and logistical structures with open exteriors and structural systems that can be modularised are potentially low-cost yet capable of having reasonable living quality. Such features can significantly lower the initial capital required for suburbia or coastal developments, especially when identifying and effectively adapting vertical neighbourhoods. Specifically, ceiling heights should be sufficiently high for rational logistical operation and access (e.g., for vans), prioritising inclusive design orientation [21, 51]. Regarding logistical structures, their accommodation of drones or aerial vehicles in the near future is inevitable (Figure 7) [44, 46].
6. Conclusions

Globalization activities significantly contribute to the contemporary economy. Participation in openness or incorporation in a knowledge-based economy is receiving increasing attention. If we can recognize the synergy between security and information services, a just-in-time economy can promote the use of computational transportation facilities, thereby benefiting tourism and business.
We suggest plural surveillance-information networking, especially in the era of wireless telecommunications, just as mankind uses two eyes for seeing, two ears for hearing, and two nostrils for smell to well sense and communicate the changing environments and related information.

The mutually Hamiltonian Paths property (MIHP) can be utilized for parallel analyzing interference and supporting cipher coding to offer privacy. Similarly, Honeycomb tori can offer the alternative pattern, i.e., cellular communication. It is found that the honeycomb tori, HT(m) m≥2, can have dual MIHP.
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